[Clinical evaluation of single-exposure dual-energy subtraction chest radiography: with FCR 9501 ES].
Using the one-shot energy subtraction method, we took chest radiography of 1,031 outpatients of Kanazawa University Hospital. Chest radiographs were taken with the FCR 9501 ES system, with patients upright. We studied the clinical efficacy of this diagnostic method. The method and usage procedures involved have been sufficiently technologically refined to permit handling of an adequate number of patients in a reasonable time at a permissible exposure dose. However, the system can be further improved technologically in order to obtain fully consistent high-quality images, regardless of the patient's physique. For well-rounded image reading, three kinds of images must be generated simultaneously: an original image; soft tissue (bone subtracted image) and bone (soft tissue subtracted image) Some soft tissue image were helpful for detecting non-calcified parenchymal nodules that overlapped the rib shadow, and some bone image served to precisely diagnose the existence of abnormal ribs, calcified lymph nodes, and calcified nodules. Furthermore, the bone images were helpful for revealing that the fine infiltrative shadows in the lung fields in original images were actually pleural calcifications and that the poorly defined nodular opacities were, in reality, abnormal rib calcifications. In light of the above, we wish to stress the importance of clinical efficacy of not only soft tissue images but bone images derived using the energy subtraction method. The clinical usefulness of this method was confirmed in 66 of 1,031 patients (6.4%) who had initially been scheduled for routine chest radiography. This result indicates how frequently the method encounters applicable cases when applied non-selectively to general patients who require radiographic chest examination. The advantages of this method will become much more evident with an examination protocol that minimizes unnecessary special examinations or optimizes the balance between screening and special examinations.